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Photo Wall Opened April 11
WRITTEN BY WANDA COOLEY

““Pandemic Porch Portraits” are now in the park on our new Photo Wall, created by Cindy
Brown! As many Pine Lakers know, the project began a year ago in April, when Cindy
started photographing our neighbors on their porches with their families, pets, plants, and
creative projects, to document how we were spending our time during quarantine. These
portraits, along with your stories, became Cindy’s book, “Surviving Quarantine: Porch
Portraits from Pine Lake,” which came out in December.
This Spring, some of these photographs and stories will be featured on our photo wall. If
you missed MAP’s Spring celebration and outdoor opening on April 11, you missed a great
afternoon: Mayor Melanie and Cindy welcomed visitors and PLAIN served refreshments,
including wine and animal crackers and great chocolate, and we reconnected with
neighbors, old and new. The good news is, you haven’t missed the show. Check out the
current set of photos in the tennis court until Memorial Day, when a second set will be
displayed. For details, visit: https://pinelakega.net/Portraits.aspx and don’t miss photos of
the opening posted on MAP’s Facebook page and video on the City’s Public Art web pages.

Sharon, Roux and Cindy,
photographers and hikers, Tree Side
of the Lake

LakeFest LITE Pop Up Logo Contest
WRITTEN BY WANDA COOLEY

Artists! It's LakeFest Logo time! We are looking for a brand new design to kick off the
LakeFest LITE PopUp 2021, scheduled Saturday, Oct. 2!
That’s right, the LakeFest Team will be putting on a Lite version this year, but we will have
our festival! Please submit your draft designs to pinelakefest@gmail.com by May 31st. The
winning entry will receive a $100 cash prize and be featured on our fabulous T-shirts! You
can also help LakeFest by sharing this news about our contest with artist friends. If you
have questions about design requirements, email wanda.cool@gmail.com
LOGO CONTEST DETAILS:

The winning design will be used in the following applications:
(1) On 11” x 17” and/or 8.5”x 11” promotional poster/flyers to advertise Lakefest Lite and
(2) on official festival merchandise including T-Shirts sold at LakeFest.
Contestants are asked to submit 2 mockups of their design to include the following:
(1) Poster Text: LakeFest LITE PopUp 2021, Pine Lake, GA 30072
October 2 (11am-6pm) www.PineLakeFest.com
Art, Music, Food, Fun (festival tagline; can use icons in place of commas)
(2) Merchandise Text (Logo) : LakeFest LITE PopUp 2021

Pine Lake artist Darby Johnson
captured the spirit of LakeFest in her
2019 Logo, which even included a
turtle!

P.L.A.I.N is requesting recipes to create a community cookbook! Please submit your favorite
recipe by April 30. We aim to have this completed and ready to sell by the end of summer. Feel
free to submit any recipe that you’d love your neighbors to see! We also want to feature
chapters from our city’s special events: cookie exchange, chili cook-off, Mardi Gras brunch, 4th
of July picnic, etc.
A little blurb about yourself or your recipe is encouraged! Photos are welcome, too. You can use
this Google Form: https://forms.gle/EC9FsxeNNdUiTBPi8 If you are having issues submitting a
recipe, or want to submit photos, please email it to plainhelps101@gmail.com so we can
manually add it.
Proceeds from sales will benefit P.L.A.I.N future community activities and programs like the
Food Pantry and Caring and Sharing

Lyrical Abstraction
WRITTEN BY JENNIFER BRIDGES

In the first two entries of Diamond Dogs , “Future Legend” and “Diamond Dogs,” Bowie introduces us to his imaginary
world of Hunger City, a post-apocalyptic society where all that once glittered is now in ruins. Barren skyscrapers etch
across a reddish skyline, bodies rot in the streets, and packs of rabid dogs ravage all that’s left of the once-great city.
Within the madness, an anti-hero emerges in the form of Halloween Jack, a Dada-punk figure who thrives in this lawless
environment. Bowie actually took Jack on as one of his more short-lived personas, giving himself a corona of red hair
and an eye patch, wearing tight pants and tall boots, and posing as half-man, half-dog for the infamous cover of
Diamond Dogs. It proved so scandalous that RCA had to pull what few copies went into circulation and do some

censoring; the original artwork by Guy Peellaert, complete with canine genitalia, didn’t grace the cover until the 1990
Rykodisc reissue. Just in case any of this ever comes up at your weekly bar trivia competitions, you’ll be covered.
So what made Hunger City fall apart? What created the chaotic descent, and what kind of people are able to survive
and prosper in such an environment? “Future Legend” begins with the phrase:

And in the death
To me, these few words are the crux to understanding what gave birth to Hunger City. Bowie could have told us by
simply completing this sentence, but he leaves it raw and open, a gaping question that hangs in the air as you listen to
the entire album. The death of what? Hunger City is aptly named, for its denizens are materialistic and hungry for
possessions, and extreme greed led them to become who and what they are today, dwelling in a ravaged city, fighting
for the leftover trappings of a once wealthy society like dogs. He says they have gathered in groups and gaze in
rapturous envy at skyscrapers while ripping apart mink stoles to drape what scraps they can across their peopleoid
bodies. There are no more influential people (big wheels) in this city, and society’s leeches and undesirables, fleas and
rats, have grown in size and openly battle each other for dominance. What has died to give birth to this society? Postapocalyptic worlds in any work of literature certainly offer us up a mirror in which we see ourselves, albeit exaggerated,
and our fear of these worlds is a reflection of what we fear around us. For example, I recently tried to watch The
Handmaid’s Tale on Hulu, but my deep fear of being subjugated by “traditional values,” budded by my childhood as a

tomboy in a deeply Southern town and blossomed by the rhetoric of the GOP, vined quickly into a panic attack and I
turned it off before the first episode ended. So what does the mirror of Hunger City tell us about ourselves? What fears
does it crack open? Sometimes I fear the excesses of Capitalism, that our mindless consumption of and craving for
products designed to endlessly solve the problems created by other products will drown us in a sea of garbage. Think,
for example, about how many individual pieces of fodder your cell phone can stack up in a year: a case, a cord to charge
it, USB cords, a little stand, a grip, a headset, a mount for the car, a magnet for the mount, and that’s just the basics. You
can get a screen magnifier, one of those things you put in your ear, another thing that goes around your neck, a stylus,
special kinds of chargers, an external camera lens...phew! And that’s just your cell phone. What did the citizens of
Hunger City crave before it all went to hell?
“Future Legend” also describes red mutant eyes gazing down from the Temperance Building on Poacher’s Hill. I am very
drawn to Bowie’s word choice in naming these specific locations. Even if they are just the product of cut-up, chosen by
a luck of the draw rather than careful thought, I see deeper meanings by examining the dictionary definitions of these
words. Temperance is abstaining from things that gluttons usually consume in great quantities, like food and drink,
while a poacher is generally a person who illegally kills wild animals. In the setup for Hunger City, we have an unnamed
red-eyed menace peeping down from a building that symbolizes abstinence, from a vantage point that would make it
easier to poach an animal. Since the song that follows is “Diamond Dogs,” it seems logical that they are some kind of
ruling party looking out over the city, and the song describes them as suffering from a hyperbolic form of envy, hunting
down even the most grotesque caricatures of what remains of wealth. At the open of "Diamond Dogs," a figure
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emerges from plastic surgery, having been altered to outlandish proportions (“With your silicone hump and your teninch stump/ Dressed like a priest, you was/ Todd Browning’s freak you was”). He/she is then vulnerable to attack from
the Diamond Dogs, described as “mannequins with kill appeal,” which points to the fact that they are probably beautiful
creatures that mask their treachery, their willingness to tear each other limb from limb over the possessions of another.
Next, Halloween Jack swings onto the scene like Tarzan, finds his date for the evening, and continues on through the
city as if nothing is amiss. His persona is that of an “I’m alright Jack,” a British slang phrase that denotes a cavalier
attitude and one generally unconcerned with the fate of others. Jack is an anti-establishment, non-conforming, prepunk figure who lights a cigarette and sits back to watch the world go up in flames, gleefully swinging from his building
by a rope because the elevator doesn’t work anymore. He thrives in this environment because he enjoys chaos and the
lack of authority. In later songs, other nameless characters emerge who share a similar punk aesthetic, who might look
to Halloween Jack as a savior. In the biography Strange Fascination: David Bowie by David Buckley, Bowie said in
hindsight about the characters of Hunger City: “...there were these ragamuffins, but they were a bit more violent than
ragamuffins. They’d taken over this barren city that was falling apart...They were all little Johnny Rottens and Sid
Viciouses, really.” They roam the streets romanticizing the decay, reveling in self-destruction, and seem every bit the
precursors to the mid-70s punk rockers that took the music world by storm. I’ll digress for a moment to comment that
Diamond Dogs is not a punk rock album, nor can it truly be considered proto-punk because, by its release in 1974, CBGB
was beyond infancy; however, there had certainly been precursors to the punk aesthetic within Bowie’s albums starting
in 1970, and I think sometimes it’s hard to tell where glam rock ended and punk rock began. But I’m no expert in punk,
so if you’d like to school me in the comments below, I’m all ears!
The characters in Diamond Dogs can also be compared to those in Burroughs’ Wild Boys, a book that was admittedly
influential on Bowie’s work in the early 70s. One character in the novel that stands out for me when thinking of
Diamond Dogs is AJ, Le Gran Luxe, the wealthiest man in Marrakech, who, despite war, famine, and chaos, still lives in
absolute decadence. There is a severe gas shortage, but he keeps a private train running just so he can hear the whistle.
His home is guarded by a thirty-foot electric fence. His meal orders are outlandish: “I want a dinner of fresh hog’s liver,
fried squirrel, wild asparagrass [sic], turnip greens, hominy grits, corn on the cob and blackberries. The hog must be an
Ozark razorback fed on acorns, peanuts, mulberries and Missouri apples. My hog must be kept under discrete
observation round the clock to insure that it does not eat anything unclean like bullshit, baby rabbits or dead frogs the
surveillance being unobtrusive so as not to render the animal self-conscious...The hog must be gently wafted here on a
raft slung between two giant zeppelins, a raft lifted bodily from the Ozark Mountains.” And by the end of the day, AJ is
standing on his balcony watching the zeppelins bring his supper in. His month-long annual party is everything in
abundance: rare foods from all the famous restaurants in the world, elaborate riverboats for catching rare marine life,
the accoutrements for every type of sport or interest one can imagine, an International Pavilion where guests can
experience any historical time period from Renaissance Italy to ancient Greece to the Gold Rush. Like Halloween Jack,
AJ is also thriving as the world burns, but only because he has such an excess of wealth that he can float above it all in a
self-indulgent bubble.
So in today’s world, who are the Halloween Jacks and who are the AJs? To many, it certainly feels like the world is
crumbling right before our eyes, from politics to global warming to open war. Some might want to watch the world
burn as a way to exclaim, “See?! We were right!,” while others might want a downfall because they will reap benefits
from the destruction. Who is watching the decline with glee in today’s society, and for what reasons? The news media?
The alt-right? The alt-left? Big business? And who is above it all in a bubble, living in decadence, unaffected by the fire?
The 1%? City folk? Country dwellers? I don’t think either of these two characters are particularly redeeming--neither are
doing anything to help rebuild the world or correct imbalances, much like people today who take to social media with
complains riddled with hashtags, yet never volunteer their time, donate their money, or call their elected officials. They
represent two extremes, but when you examine them through the lens of 2017, could they look a little like you or me?
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Of course, many interpretations of this song are probably floating around the internet, but the thing I love most about
literature, poetry, and song is that really any interpretation is okay unless the author explicitly contradicts you. And even
then, one can make a case for art unveiling subconscious intent, unbeknownst to the artist, that can then be analyzed
anew. Next installment, I move to my favorite part of the album, the famous “Sweet Thing/Candidate/Sweet Thing
(reprise)” medley that serves as a centerpiece and, in my humble opinion, is the only part of the album that truly
matched Bowie’s musical vision.

communion
WRITTEN BY ALEXIS PAULINE GUMBS

for you
i want a life of touching
being touched
the way you want
i want a life of touching
being held
the way you want
to hold somebody
being held
full of the reasons
to hold somebody
free
full of the reasons
sunshine laughter
free
communion
sunshine laughter
being touched
communion
for you

